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Oasis Craft – 23rd July
This week – Crafty Cupcake Cases
These are available plain or in lovely patterns
and are a great material for making lots of fun crafts!
Funky Fish
Cases folded in half or cut into thirds make
lovely fins, a tail and rippled scales on the
side of this simple fish.

Fabulous Fir Trees
These pretty trees are made of
folded cases in bright colours. You
could use them as part of a larger
collage or stick them on both sides of
a lolly stick and fix into a playdough
base to create a little scene.
Curly Octopus
An upturned case makes the body of
this sweet little octopus and strips of
paper curled around a pencil are ideal
for the tentacles. (Draw on the eyes if
your child is too young for googly eyes).
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Cheeky Turtle
Cut two strips of card for this cute
turtle’s legs and an oval for her head.
Keep the cupcake case in shape and
stick the crossover of the legs and
then the head inside. You could use
different-sized cupcake cases to
create a little family of turtles!

Bouncy Balloons
These are just flattened out cases laid out to
overlap on the paper. Stick down ribbon or
even string from each of them and secure at
the bottom to make a beautiful bunch of
bright balloons.

Hot Air Balloon
Alternatively, your little one could
stick one flattened case onto a piece
of blue card with a brown card
square beneath it as the basket of
the hot air balloon. Add string to join
them together and then your child
can draw a little face peeping out of
the basket!

HAVE FUN!!
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